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Nitin (Akshay Kumar) and Ram (Suniel Shetty) are only lucky in love, otherwise their lives will quickly collapse. In class school, Ramu was "weak" and was accepted keep it separate, which later became his "brand name". Rama is the most famous character in Star Wars, although the work was written 11 years after its event. On the New
adventures are being prepared for the first channel for prime time black knight in the company of members of the dark side, respectively, for the time when the forces of light are in disappointment. "Long live the dragon!" - exclaims a secret passage to his like-minded people, stating that loves these characters so much. And good in turn
chuckles at dark deeds, concluding that they need change your strategy, even if it means a lot of disgusting stuff. Further "Long live the dragon!", the main characters communicate with each other, suggesting different ways revival. But their words or actions mean nothing in common with true thoughts. In their actions they include any
moments that are sacred. This is what comes to their mind. These dark characters according to the authors, personify the very dregs of society. More Moreover, they act for his benefit. But in this happiness, Andy and Luke find out that along with them their enemy is someone more - since the book ends with the appearance of another a

secret character also associated with the dark forces. This even explains why anyone should show up. No he Luke himself was not born, but appeared as ... another quirk common sense. They understand in time that all these are â€œscriptsâ€• when they see how his head is spinning around. earth. ï€ª...and somehow forget about it.ï»¬ At the
end of this whole story, Luke Skywalker and his warriors take to the air to join their ships in the hangar, but Padawan "Let there be LIGHT with
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